INVESTIGATION OF DECISION MAKING 
AND PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITIES OF AMATEUR 
SPORTSMEN DURING THE COMPETITION

**ABSTRACT**

In this study, it was aimed to investigate decision making and problem solving abilities of football players in super league during the competition. 101 sportmen of 6 teams voluntarily participated in the study who finished the league as first two, middle two and last two and played football in super amateur league of 2012-2013 season in Muğla. "Melbourne Decision Making Scale I-II" developed by Mann et al. (1998) was used in order to investigate decision making ability of sportmen during the competition and "Problem Solving Inventory" developed by Heppner and Petersen (1982) was used to determine their problem solving abilities. A negative correlation (r = -261*) was determined between problem solving abilities and avoidant levels of amateur league football players. Avoidant levels in individuals playing football in amateur leagues do not show parallelism with problem solving levels in competition or out of competition. As a result; it was found that amateur football players with high self-respect had high level of decision making and those who had inadequate self-respect and self-esteem values escaped from the events during the competition and had shy behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

Since people are social beings, they come face to face with many small or big problems that should be solved and they have to make a selection. The most important property that separate them from each other is the ability to make a decision and to solve a problem. Problems might be simple or complex, short or long-term depending on the crux of the problem. In addition to this, economical, emotional and physical problems are also present in human lives and these various types of problems interact with each other and become more complex (Cüceloğlu, 1999).

When one comes face to face with decision making process, it is mostly not possible to assess all possible choices, the properties of each choice and their possible results simultaneously. For this reason, these processes are carried out according to an order. The order of processes might leave an indelible impression on decisions (Hastie and Dawes, 2001; Newell et al., 2004). Decision making is an orientation that lets up "when there are more than one way take the individual to the object to meet his/her need" or "while it is not certain for that object to be a suitable target or not to meet the need" (Kuzgun, 2000).

Decision making is one of the most important life skills present in all activities of human life. While sound decisions suitable for situations result in positive changes in human life, misjudgments might affect his/her life negatively. All these situations are also discussed for sportsmen. The sportsmen should adjust their positions and motions in the court, ring or gym according to both position and motions of opponents and situations of their team-mates (Gurca, 1998).

Problem solving ability, on the other hand, helps individuals and group to comply with their environment effectively. For this reason, all people should learn problem solving in order to comply with the environment they live in effectively. While there are correct answers or exact solutions of some problems, the solutions of some problems are not exact. The solutions of these problems necessitate interdisciplinary information, life-wide thinking and creativeness (Senemoglu, 1997). Problem solving ability is a learnable ability as other abilities. It is inevitable to meet with some obstacles in daily life and some problem solving methods are tried to negotiate them. Most of the energy and time of people are consumed for problem solving and decision making periods (Korkut, 2004).

As it is the case in all branches of sports, decision making and problem solving abilities are also important in football. Football necessitates rapid decision making during the play and behaviors that require responsibility in fulfilling tactical duties. Football information and tactical experiences of team players are very important in terms of success. The football player should present immediate and correct responses during unexpected and unprepared positions encountered during the play in the field and under the repression of opponents and similarly, he should repress his opponents and shock them with confronted surprise positions (Heddergott, 1977).

When a football player comes into action, there are two possible actions. He will either dribble or will make a pass at someone. For this, he should make a decision first. He requires some information in order to make this decision (Baser, 1994). In the studies, it can be understood that decision making has a significant effect on problem solving.
The aim of this study was to determine the decision making and problem solving abilities of football players in super amateur league during competitions.

**METHOD**

Among 12 teams in 2012-2013 Mugla Super Amateur league, 6 teams (Ortaca Municipality Sports, Akyaka Municipality Sports, Dalyan Municipality Sports, Yatağan Municipality Sports, Marmaris Municipality Sports, New Milas Sports) were randomly determined and survey model was applied. Totally 108 sportsmen including 18 ones from each team participated in the survey. The questionnaires which were deficient and wrong were eliminated and just 101 of them were taken into consideration.

In the research, Melbourne Decision Making Inventory developed by Mann et al., (1998) and adapted to Turkish by Deniz (2004) was used in order to determine decision making levels of sportsmen while Problem Solving Inventory developed by Heppner and Petersen (1982) and adapted to Turkish by Taylan (1993), Savasir and Sahin (1997) was used in order to determine the problem solving levels of sportsmen.

**Melbourne Decision Making Inventory (MDMI):** In this research, "Melbourne Decision Making Questionnaire I-II" whose validation and reliability studies were carried out was applied to the football players. Melbourne Decision Making Questionnaire: Melbourne Decision Making Questionnaire the original of which was developed by Mann et al., (1998) was then adapted to Turkish by (Deniz 2004) and its validation and reliability studies were performed. The grading was carried out as 2 points for "Correct", 1 point for "Sometimes Correct" and 0 point for "Not Correct" answer. The maximum grade that can be taken from the questionnaire is 12 points. Higher grades are indicators of high self-respects in decision making. The II\(^{nd}\) Part constituted of 22 items and there were four sub-factors (Deniz 2004). These sub-factors were:

- **Careful Decision Making Style:** is a situation for an individual to search necessary information delicately before decision making and to make a selection after assessment of alternatives carefully. This factor was defined with six items (2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16).
- **Avoidant Decision Making Style:** is a situation for an individual to avoid from decision making and to be in a tendency to leave decisions to others and thus to climb out of making decision by hand over the baton to others. This factor was defined with six items (3, 9, 11, 14, 17, 19).
- **Postponer Decision Making Style:** is a situation for an individual to postpone, to delay and to leave in fabian persistently without showing a valid reason. This factor was defined with five items (5, 7, 10, 18, 21).
- **Panicky Decision Making Style:** is a situation for an individual to effort reaching immediate solutions with impatient behaviors by feeling himself under repression when he comes face to face with a decision case. This factor was defined with five items (1, 13, 15, 20, 22).

**Problem Solving Inventory (PSI):** It was developed by Heppner and Petersen by taking problem solving stages such as "general orientation", "definition of problem" "alternative production", "decision making" and "assessment" into consideration revealed as a result of various researches in order to determine how he perceives himself about his competence in problem solving as well as dimensions of problem solving method (Heppner and Petersen, 1982).
Turkish translation of inventory was first carried out by Akkoyun and Öztan, then by Taylan, Savasıır and Sahin (Taylan, 1993; Savaşır, Şahin, 1997). PSI constitutes of 35 items and is a six-point likert scale graded between 1 and 6.

In statistical analysis of the data, SPSS 18.0 software program was used in computer environment. The average values and standard deviations of the data were calculated and the relationship between them was investigated after correlation. Level of significance was taken as p< 0.05 – p<0.01.

RESULTS

Table 1. Marital Status, Educational Background, Level of Income and Sports Year of football players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Background</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-999 TL</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000-1499</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500-1999</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000-2499</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2500 and above 2500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Income</td>
<td>1-5 years</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11-15 years</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16-20 years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 and above 20 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Year</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be seen in Table 1, it was observed that 90% of sportsmen were single and 64.4% of them were graduated from university.

When levels of income belonging to sportsmen in the study were investigated, the level of income belonging to 51.5% of them was between 0–999 TL and when they were grouped according to their years in sports, it was found that sports year of 56.5% of them was in the range of 6 – 10 years.

Table 2. Correlation between variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Problem Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Self-respect</td>
<td>S-R</td>
<td>.360</td>
<td>-.238</td>
<td>-.108</td>
<td>-.231</td>
<td>.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Careful Decision Making</td>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.355</td>
<td>-.135</td>
<td>-.253</td>
<td>.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Avoidant Decision Making</td>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.493</td>
<td>.643</td>
<td>-.261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Postponer Decision Making</td>
<td>PoDM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>-.190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Panicky Decision Making</td>
<td>PaDM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P<0.05*, p<0.01**
A positive correlation ($r=.360^{**}$) was determined between careful decision making levels and self-respect levels of amateur football players. Self-respect in individuals playing football in amateur leagues shows parallelism with careful decision making in competition or out of competition.

A negative correlation ($r=-.238^{*}$) was found between avoidant levels and self-respect. Self-respect in individuals playing football in amateur leagues does not show parallelism with avoidant levels in competition or out of competition.

A positive correlation ($r=.493^{**}$) was found between postponer decision making and avoidant levels of amateur league football players. Avoidant levels of football players show parallelism with postponer decision making in competition or out of competition.

A negative correlation ($r=-.231^{*}$) was determined between panicky levels and self-respect levels of amateur league football players. Self-respect levels in individuals playing football in amateur leagues do not show parallelism with panicky levels in competition or out of competition.

A negative correlation ($r=-.253^{*}$) was determined between panicky levels and careful decision making of amateur league football players. Careful decision making levels in individuals playing football in amateur leagues do not show parallelism with panicky levels in competition or out of competition.

A positive correlation ($r=.643^{**}$) was found between panicky levels and avoidant levels of amateur league football players. Avoidant levels of football players playing in amateur league show parallelism with panicky levels in competition or out of competition.

A negative correlation ($r=-.261^{*}$) was determined between problem solving abilities and avoidant levels of amateur league football players. Avoidant levels in individuals playing football in amateur leagues do not show parallelism with problem solving levels in competition or out of competition.

**DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION**

This research was aimed at determining decision making and problem solving abilities of super amateur league football players during competition. According to the findings of our research, the answers of 101 amateur football players participated in our survey were considered and a positive correlation ($r=.360$) was found between careful decision making levels of amateur football players and their self-respect levels. It can be concluded that the individuals with high self-respect have high decision making levels.

When our results were taken into consideration, it can be seen that many studies in literature show parallelism with our study. There is a positive correlation between self-respect and decision making. It can be resulted that people with high self-respect also have high immediate decision making abilities.

In another different study, it was determined that the people with high self-respect decided correctly and they used logical strategy more in this situation (Tiryaki 1997).

It was stated by Deniz (2004) together with Mann et al., (1998) that there was a positive significant relationship in decision making between self-respect and careful decision making style.

It was determined by Gucray (2003) that the individuals with low self-respect were prevented to assess systematically and logically and to make decision and on the other hand, the people with high self-respect had lower difficulty in making decision and experienced less stress.
In a study performed by Brown and Mann (1991), it was indicated that individuals with high self-respect were more adequate and qualified in decision making behavior and moreover, they thought more systematically and detailed while deciding. In the study of researcher Katkat, it was determined that as education levels increased, problem solving abilities also increased. These results are in accordance with those of our study (Katkat, 2005). Lukmana and Maksum (2014), in their study, have showed that there was significant relationship between sport activity and problem solving skill of college students. Basak et al. (2014), have aimed to identify the effects of sports on the student female nurses’ problem-solving skills and academic achievement. This study found that students practice the following approaches toward the problem-solving process: considering, evaluation, self-confidence and planning. Well-developed problem-solving skills are significant for school nurses for efficient and high-quality health care services. Acar et al. (2013), in their study, have aimed to research problem solving skills and non-functional attitudes of children who train for football. As a result of this study, they have showed that It was determined that football exercises applied in this study positively affect problem solving skills and non-functional attitude levels of participants. Hristovski et al. (2012), in their study about problem solving, have showed that in general they emphasize that analysis of the performer-environment system can provide a full account of the emergence of creative behaviors in sport performance contexts. After a literature survey, studies including a negative correlation between avoidant levels and self-respect, a positive correlation between postponer properties and avoidant levels, a negative correlation between panicky levels and self-respect levels, a negative correlation between panicky levels and careful decision making of sportsmen, a positive correlation between panicky levels and avoidant levels of sportsmen, a negative correlation between problem solving abilities and avoidant levels of sportsmen were not encountered. Therefore, this study will be new information in literature. Consequently; it was observed that individuals among amateur football players having high self-respect had high decision making level and those who escape from the events during competition and have shy personality had self-respect and self-esteem at inadequate levels. It can be concluded that sportsmen who are shy and unsocial had postponer attitude towards decision making as expected whereas sportsmen who are self-confident, take risk in foregone difficulties and control critical situations had inevitable low panicky levels. Individuals having high panicky levels for any events except competition cannot decide carefully and sportsmen having high panicky behavior displayed during competition revealed shy and avoidant personality correspondingly. For football players having inadequate problem solving ability on any subject, increasing situations might be expected such as being shy at that event, escaping, taking risk and being under pressure. It can be also concluded that football players in Mugla super amateur league cannot have healthy decisions at any panicky situation during competition and problem solving abilities of sportsmen who had avoidant decisions during instant decisions.
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